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India's largest Paint manufacturing company enhances their
remote workers users experience

Overview:
Backed with strong research and consumer focus approach, Company has been a market leader in Paints since its 
inception. The company provides a wide range of Paints for Decorative and Industrial use and also offers Wall Coverings, 
Adhesives and Services under the portfolio. The company invests heavily in the research and development as they are into 
the manufacturing segment and almost every year, they come up with their new products which are regulated by respective 
authorities. They operate in five regions worldwide, including South Asia, Southeast Asia, South Pacific, Middle East, and the 
Caribbean. The Company markets five corporate brands and operates through its subsidiary in 10 International markets.

Challenge:
Due to Adoption of remote work environment, company was facing difficulties in blocking unnecessary access of user to the 
internet and intranet facility. Due to the out-synced domain of roaming systems, there were challenges for remote VPN 
client auto-login issue and thus log in had to be done manually in the VPN agent. Remote Users were not able to access VPN 
Apps without URL. Those who were able to access business apps through VPN login were not able to access the company 
file server as they were not having intranet connectivity with their previous architecture.

Solution:
Team Network Techlab, deployed an all-embracing single solution for Connectivity and Security, Secured user data with 
feature DNS, URL Filtering and Sandboxing. The cloud-based solution saved users time and deployed with minimum involve-
ment of the IT Team.
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Once users are connected to Prisma access using the agent, all the traffic will be forwarded to the Prisma 
access cloud and gets scanned for all the above security benefits.
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